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A B S T R A C T

Terahertz (THz)-band (0.1–10 THz) communication is envisioned as a key wireless technology of the next
decade, able to support up to multi-Terabit-per-second wireless links in 6G systems. Parallel with the design
of THz devices, simulation tools are needed to expedite the development of communication protocols tailored
to THz paradigm. In this paper, TeraSim, an extension for ns-3 to simulate THz communication networks, is
presented. TeraSim defines and implements separate modules for the THz channel and the physical and link
layers. It enables the design and testing of higher layers of the protocol stack without delving with the lower
layers technologies.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, wireless data traffic has drastically increased
due to a change in the way today’s society creates, shares and con-
sumes information. This change has been accompanied by an in-
creasing demand for higher speed wireless communication anywhere,
anytime. Following this trend, wireless multi-Gigabit-per-second (Gbps)
and Terabit-per-second (Tbps) links are expected to become a reality
within the next five years.

The commercial 5G networks are barely operational in the United
States right now, but it has not stopped engineers and wireless re-
searchers form thinking ahead to 6G. In March 2019, FCC opened the
95 GHz to 3 THz spectrum for experimental purposes, creating legal
ways for companies to test and sell post-5G wireless equipment.

In this context, Terahertz (THz)-band (0.1–10 THz) communication
is envisioned as a potential 6G wireless technology to satisfy the need
for much higher wireless data rates [1–4]. This frequency band, which
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lies in between millimeter waves and the far infrared, is still one of the
least explored regions in the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.

In order to provide a starting point for the networking research com-
munity to both develop new solutions for THz networks and contribute
to the development of the simulation platform. We present TeraSim [5],
the first simulation platform for THz communication networks which
captures the capabilities of THz devices and the peculiarities of the
THz channel. TeraSim implements recently proposed wireless commu-
nication solutions tailored to both nanoscale communication networks
(average transmission range usually below one meter) and macroscale
communication networks (longer distances). More specifically, in terms
of channel, we have developed a common channel module that im-
plements the frequency selective channel model introduced in [6]. At
the PHY and MAC layers, two parallel set of modules for nanoscale
and macroscale scenarios have been developed [7,8]. In relation to the
capabilities of THz devices, we have implemented an assisting energy
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harvesting model and a THz directional antenna model. We have
thoroughly validated the functionalities of the models by comparing the
simulation outputs to the analytical and numerical results available in
the literature.

TeraSim is built as an extension for ns-3, and available to the
community under the GNU General Public License. More specifically,
TeraSim is compatible with the existing models in ns-3, including pro-
tocols at the network, transport and application layers as well as traffic
and mobility modules, and it facilitates the analysis of the performance
of existing protocols at the higher layers, when built on top of the THz
channel and physical and link layers.

2. Impact

TeraSim is the first comprehensive network simulation platform
tailored to THz communication networks. As such, it captures the
peculiarities of the THz-band channel, namely, the impact of molecular
absorption in the propagation of broadband signals, as well as, the
capabilities of THz devices, including high-speed rotating directional
antennas as well as energy harvesting systems for THz devices.

TeraSim provides the starting point for researchers willing to de-
velop and test new networking protocols for THz networks. Thus,
the teams involved in the standardization group, i.e., IEEE 802.15
TAG THz, as well as other networking/protocol stock design groups
in industry and in academia can easily access TeraSim and develop
and test their own protocols on top it. In light of the simulation
results, the THz networking community can provide feedback or an
ideal list of capabilities to the THz device community and influence the
development of the supporting hardware, as opposed to waiting for the
hardware to be ready, and then make the best protocols for it. This is
supposed to lead to optimal solutions.

TeraSim has enabled the Ultra-broadband Nano Communication and
Networking (UB Nano) group to develop, test and refine new Medium
Access Control (MAC) and routing protocols for THz communication
networks. More specifically, TeraSim has been tested and validated [5]
by comparing the values of different outputs generated by TeraSim
simulations with those produced by analytical models. These include
the path loss, channel behavior, received power, directional antenna
gain and MAC protocol performances of both the CSMA/CA based MAC
protocol and the new receiver-initiated 1-way handshake protocol [8].
By setting customer-defined parameters, e.g., time slot duration, packet
generation rate and nodes distribution density, the users can effectively
obtain the system performance, e.g., throughput and packet discarding
probability through TeraSim simulations. This helps the users to easily
evaluate and refine their protocol design.

Other than the link layer design, TeraSim is also used to develop and
test new solutions for some ongoing projects such as expedited neighbor
discovery algorithms, multi-hop relaying strategies, buffer-limited rout-
ing protocol for directional THz communication networks, and so forth.

TeraSim has been contributed to the ns-3 community and will be
submitted to the ns-3 app store shortly. By sharing the platform to the
nascent THz networking community, it is expected that TeraSim can
help more groups with their projects and, thus, accelerate the develop-
ment of the field at a much faster pace. The publications enabled by
TeraSim includes [5,8].
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